
VOICE OF DEMOCRACY ESSAY HELP

Students compete by writing and recording an audio essay on an annual patriotic theme. This year's theme is,. Why My
Vote Matters. WHY SHOULD I ENTER?.

Congratulations again to Andrew and good luck in the next round! The second year of the program, a student
by the name of Charles Kuralt , the late television news broadcaster and author, was one of the winners. If the
American people were to shred the Constitution and all that it stands for, they would find themselves in a
tyrannical state from which there would be no escape and from which they would have no rights to their life,
their liberty, or their pursuit of happiness, all of which the Constitution swears to protect. The committee
wants you to express your opinion towards a topic with eloquence, originality, and creativity. Nowhere else.
The new theme is posted on the website by May of each year. In this age of fear of government overreach, be
it through the provisions of the Patriot Act and National Defense Authorization Act, allowing for the
surveillance and indefinite detention of American citizens, without constitutionally-required warrants, or
through the attempted policing of the once free internet, through failed bills such as the Stop Online Piracy
Act and the Protect IP Act, the need for the protections of human rights by the Constitution become more and
more necessary with every passing day. On March 4, , the Constitution of the United States of America was
put into effect, replacing the Articles of Confederation as the supreme law of the land. Whether it be or , a
group of nefarious individuals are just as motivated to oppress a culture and a population for their own gain.
Historically, the Voice of Democracy theme chosen by the VFW Commander-in-Chief annually is purposely
kept broad in scope to allow the participant flexibility in interpretation, and thus, encourage originality. The
Constitution will always be relevant, because no matter how much the culture may change, no matter how
much the world may change, and no matter how much our technological capabilities may change, one thing
will never change, and that is human nature. It is endorsed by the contest criteria of the National Association
of Secondary School Principals and is designed to foster patriotism by allowing students the opportunity to
voice their opinion in a three- to five-minute essay based on an annual theme. America in the future also needs
to increase peace to every nation in the world. And that, is not the America I know, nor the America I want to
know. In no other land may citizens take comfort in their freedoms of religion, speech, press, and assembly.
For to disregard our Constitution, is to surrender to the shackles of oppression. Here are some tips for
approaching the essay: Take a solid stance A big mistake students often make when responding to a prompt
that asks for his or her opinion is not taking a solid enough position, or supporting multiple positions. To stay
economically stable, America needs to keep trade relations and keep wars out of our future. Wheather it is to
make an education cheaper or more homes for the poor. Of course, always check your grammar. Back up your
argument with viewpoints, and explain them. Support your argument Do your research, collect facts, make an
outline for your essay. The next century for America holds many nbew opportunitys for peace. If we do not
increase our peace offerings to placees like Russia and Japan then we will nerver e as high tech as we could
be. Initially, there were four winners selected, representing the North, South, East and West regions of the
country. It is an audio- essay contest for high school students in grades  For if we choose to ignore the
Constitution and erode away at the principles it protects and stands for, we only invite the wrath and control of
tyranny and oppressive government to our doorstep. Writing reads differently aloud than on the paper. The
Voice of Democracy Program began in and was originally sponsored by the National Association of
Broadcasters. And I can assure you; that is simply not true. In the America of the 30th Century we need to
help every citizen to make it in the world. Nowhere else but our great nation. Want more college admissions
tips? If the Stock Market crashes then we will have to tighten the buckle and get back on track. If we can keep
the businesses on top of every international competition then we will keep our economy going. Make sure it
flows well and that your words are conveying the tone and impact you want them to. If we can help every
individual then it will help america as a In conclusion, I think America needs to play a more peaceful and
loving America needs to get rid of all poverty and increase education. America has always played a role as
peace makers and always looking for what is right. To increase our space explorations we need to make a joint
effor with other countries to make a super space station and hig tech explorations. Explore different rhetorical
angles and decide whether your essay is best supported by arguments that invoke scientific authority, moral
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righteousness, or historical observation. That will be no problem unless something disastrous will happen like
another Stock Market crash or Nuclear Holocaust. America has always been known for its low poverty levels,
but we still have homeless and uneducated citizens who need help.


